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Lipizzan horses represent over 400 years of select breeding for beauty, nobility, and a rare combination of courage, strength, ability, temperament, and intelligence. Many people know of the Lipizzan through the work of the Spanish Riding School of Vienna, Austria, where Lipizzan stallions are meticulously trained in classical dressage and prepared for a lifetime of performances, the highest levels of which include the “Airs Above the Ground.” But what most people don’t know is that Lipizzans excel in many equestrian disciplines, including competing at international levels in dressage, driving, and working equitation.

Beyond their competitive strengths, what most Lipizzan owners treasure the most is the breed’s loyalty and willingness to form a partnership with their rider/handler. I love talking to Lipizzan owners and hearing about their experiences with trail riding, search and rescue, liberty work, mounted archery, working cattle, and many other “shared moments.” It’s clear Lipizzans are both willing and well-suited for a lifetime of adventures.

If you are considering breeding a purebred or part Lipizzan, I hope that you find the United States Lipizzan Federation Stallion Guide a useful resource.

Sincerely,
Lisa Kelly Simmons
President
United States Lipizzan Federation
The Lipizzan has been selectively bred for over 400 years. A purebred Lipizzan can trace all lines of their pedigree back to internationally-recognized founding stallions (8 total) and mares (67 total, representing Classical, Croatian, Hungarian and Romanian mare families). The Lipizzan breed has been the subject of genetic studies in the European Union and in North America. These studies have shown that the breed has healthy genetic diversity and that even though it is a rare breed based on numbers, careful breeding practices have avoided in-breeding concerns. The long history of careful and selective breeding of Lipizzans has resulted in a breed known for being healthy and hardy, with many individuals happily working into their 20s and living into their 30s.

As of January 2021, there are fewer than 1,000 purebred Lipizzans in North America. Individuals may be found in a range of heights from those that meet Pony standards to those that are over 16 hands, however the typical height is around 15.1 hands. Most commonly gray, the colors bay, black, chestnut and buckskin are still present in the Lipizzan breed and compliment this barque-type horse known for being sturdy, strong, balanced, elegant, and compact.
The United States Lipizzan Federation (USLF) is a non-profit organization that actively works to preserve, protect, and promote the Lipizzan breed throughout North America. We have a vibrant and active membership that includes breeders, owners, and Lipizzan enthusiasts. A few of our benefits and initiatives include a variety of member award and participation programs, annual membership meeting, quarterly magazine, ongoing population studies, genetic research projects, and breeder education programs. The USLF serves both as a registry, carrying out critical functions related to tracking of breeding, genetics, and horse evaluations, and also as a community, offering unique platforms for members to engage with each other. We welcome conversations with individuals wishing to learn more about Lipizzans. We are truly committed to being partners in the larger equestrian community and hope you will take the time to learn more about the Lipizzan breed.

Voicemail: 503-589-3172
Email: USLFOffice@gmail.com
Website: uslipizzan.org
The Purpose
Of This Guide

The 2021 USLF Lipizzan Stallion Guide:

As part of our commitment to protect, promote and preserve the Lipizzan breed, the USLF presents the 2021 Lipizzan Stallion Guide. The USLF Lipizzan Stallion Guide showcases USLF registered stallions owned by current USLF members, as well as stallions with frozen semen available for import through USLF member agents. The goal of this publication is to support Lipizzan breeders by helping to raise awareness of Lipizzan stallions available in North America for the 2021 breeding season. We are committed to helping breeders and prospective owners, and strongly believe education about all potential breeding options is important. But please note, participating in this guide is voluntary advertisement for stallion owners and as such this list is not representative of the full breeding herd.

If you have a horse you would like listed in future editions of the guide, please contact us at USLFoffice@gmail.com.

USLF Stud Book:

USLF offers two different resources for breeders and owners, the USLF Lipizzan Stallion Guide and USLF Stud Book. The USLF Lipizzan Stallion Guide is a directory of Lipizzan stallions currently available for breeding, based on information submitted by owners or agents. The USLF Stud Book is a reference publication available through the USLF website that presents information on all North American Purebred Lipizzans (stallions and mares) who have at least one USLF-registered foal born after 1994. For each horse listed a complete five-generation pedigree and known offspring list is provided.

Disclaimer: All information in the United States Lipizzan Federation (USLF) Lipizzan Stallion Guide is provided as a courtesy. All stallion-specific information has been submitted by the stallion owner or agent and may be subject to change. This guide does not represent all viable Lipizzan stallions. Any breeding contracts are strictly between interested parties. Equine viral arteritis (EVA) status is not verified by the USLF and should not be construed as final proof of status. The USLF does not endorse any specific stallion and is not responsible for the content of any advertisements in this publication.
Conversano Antiqua is by 546 Conversano Mima. "Andy" scored 84% at his Lipizzan evaluations as a 2-year old. "Andy" currently has no foals on the ground.

Purchase of frozen semen supports the work of the Lipizzan Rescue Foundation.
Conversano Ivey
Height: 15 hh  Date of Birth: 5/1/2003
Bana Conversano-83 x Ivey

An elegant stallion with striking presence and gentle temperament. C. Ivey is an excellent example of the classic airs-type Lipizzan. He is a powerful but comfortable ride with immense talent for upper level dressage and driving. He is an exceptional driving horse with powerful extended gaits in harness as well as athleticism for obstacles. He is also a brilliant long-rein and in-hand exhibitionist, as well as a quiet sidesaddle and trail mount. He is very eager to please and sensitive to the rider’s aids but very quiet and gentle. He is not spooky in harness or under saddle, making him a dependable and quiet trail horse, and he is very affectionate and loving toward people. He produces very classical foals with nobless, impressive toplines, exceptional movement and loving temperaments.
226 Favory Naussica “Maestro” is a classically bred elite Lipizzaner stallion who spent much of his highly successful breeding career producing quality offspring for the Australasia region, many of which have been accredited elite themselves. 2020’s USA foals also got praiseworthy remarks from a LIF accredited judge earlier this year.

Maestro has an engaging, intelligent, friendly temperament that is coupled with a natural athleticism, confidence, and true eagerness for work. He is currently practicing the levade in hand, and has been ridden up to third level. Offspring often take on his desirable temperament, personable nature, and many of his classical features. Visit his webpage for more information and pictures!

Stud fees for frozen are charged by the dose, and does not include domestic shipping charges. Please inquire for further details on either live cover and frozen semen services.
535 Favory II Bonasera III was the foundation stallion of Noble Lipizzans in WA state. "FB" was approved Lipizzan breeding stock, producing 11 approved foals with 6 scoring above 80% and 1 scoring 88%.
Favory Allura (AKA “Lou”) is a USLF/LIF approved purebred Lipizzan breeding stallion, Favory Allura is the son of Grand Prix stallion 760 Favory IV Delta. This gorgeous guy was trained for the “capriole” and the anchor to the “pas de trois” in the Tempel Farm public exhibitions in Illinois for 8.5 years before coming to our farm here in Georgia. While Lou is breathtakingly gorgeous, his best trait by far is his temperament. He’s a conformationally correct, tall (1 cm shy of 15.3), uphill horse with great suspension in his movements, great ride-ability, and a highly trainable personality.

Favory Allura is available for breeding to approved mares via AI with fresh cooled shipped semen.
Breeding and raising good citizens that bring joy to all types of riders from the weekend trail rider to the top competitor.

Custom breeding combinations available, young foals, occasionally started horses, and stallion at stud.

Our breeding program works consistently to breed for temperament first, conformation and performance second. Our goal is that our horses could go all the way with a top trainer or fall in love with and take care of the adult or child amateur.

Reach out to see what this year’s breeding may have available.

Find us on page 10
Favory Canada is a powerful stallion that has clearly proven himself to the dressage world by winning many regional championships and placing three times at US Dressage National Championships. He is 15 hands and has a very strong square build, earning many 9’s in his evaluations as well as a 10 for Breeding type! He has been shown extensively by both a professional and an amateur through FEI with many USDF Year End and All-Breeds awards including Reserve National Champion First Level Freestyle while competing against all breeds showing in the US.

Favory Canada is a fairly sensitive stallion. Mississippi View Farm would recommend him for sensible mares that need more forward movement and power in their gaits and improvement in their overall topline and hindquarters. His foal crops have shown outstanding movement, with very straight legs, strong backs and loins.
Favory II Candita
Height: 15.1 hh  Date of Birth: 1997
535 Favory II Bonasera III x Candita

Stud Fee: $800
Booking Fee: N/A
Shipped - Cooled: No
Shipped - Frozen: Yes
Live Cover: No
Available to: All Breeds
EVA Status: Unknown
Standing at: N/A
Contact: Lipizzan Rescue Foundation
Telephone: 800-991-0952
Email: SaveOurLips@gmail.com
Website: LipizzanRescueFoundation.org

Favory II Candita is a son of 535 Favory II Bonasera III. "Skipper" was approved Lipizzan breeding stock with a score of 88%. Skipper has produced 2 mares and both are approved Lipizzan breeding stock with scores in the 70's.

Purchase of frozen semen supports the work of the Lipizzan Rescue Foundation.
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"Favor" has been handled since birth, worked on the ground, and started under saddle. He has been trained to use a phantom for collection. He was shown in hand and placed 3rd at Dressage at the Meadow. He is spirited, yet docile when told to be.

Favory Millagra
Height: 15.2 hh  Date of Birth: 6/18/2015
Favory Serena-19 x Millagra

Stud Fee: $500
Booking Fee: $100
Shipped - Cooled Yes
Shipped - Frozen No
Live Cover: No
Available to: All Breeds
EVA Status: Unknown
Standing at: Woodwynd Equestrian
Contact: Kelli Wilkinson
Telephone: 540-967-2376
Email: kelli.wilkinson@comcast.net
Website: Woodwyndequestrian.com

"Favor" has been handled since birth, worked on the ground, and started under saddle. He has been trained to use a phantom for collection. He was shown in hand and placed 3rd at Dressage at the Meadow. He is spirited, yet docile when told to be.
Favory Serena-19

Height: 15.2 hh   Date of Birth: 5/21/1994
478 Favory Plutona x 27 Serena

Stud Fee: $750
Booking Fee: $300
Shipped - Cooled: No
Shipped - Frozen: No
Live Cover: Yes
Available to: All Breeds
EVA Status: Unknown
Standing at: Woodwynd Equestrian
Contact: Kelli Wilkinson
Telephone: 540-967-2376
Email: kelli.wilkinson@comcast.net
Website: Woodwyndequestrian.com

Evaluated at 84.5% by Dr. Jaromir Oulehia, former Director, Spanish Riding School. Pictured in "The American Lipizzan: A Pictorial History".
2016 Dressage at Devon: 7th Place, all stallions; USLF & MALA Reserve High Point Lipizzan Stallions; 2nd Place. 2016 VADA Central Chapter, Champion. 2016 Baroque Equestrian Games and Institute, High Point, Adult Amateur.

Sire of stallion Favory Millagra and 3 fillies.
5599 Maestoso Mefiszto was foaled at Lipizzaner Stud Szetngyörgyvár in Hungary. This 15.3h black stallion was the 2014 Hungarian Champion Lipizzan. His DNA is on file with USLF, so his foals can be registered in the USA. Mefiszto has several offspring in Hungary.

Price listed is for full-Lipizzan Limited LFG, but contact his agent Touchstone Acres for part-bred and per-dose straw prices.
Strong, spirited and very trainable, Maestoso Batrina has the potential to excel in any and all directions in Tempel Lipizzans training program. His athleticism and smarts have lent themselves nicely to the most difficult (to train) Airs Above the Ground movement: the courbette. Concurrently, he is schooling all PSG movements and is only limited by his own enthusiasm for pirouettes and changes!

Maestoso Batrina scored an 83% in his breeding evaluation receiving a 9 for breed type and a perfect 10 for his gorgeous head.
Maestoso Takoma

Height: 14.3 hh  Date of Birth: 6/15/2010
261 Maestoso Samira XXI x Takoma

Stud Fee: $750
Booking Fee: N/A
Shipped - Cooled: No
Shipped - Frozen: Yes
Live Cover: No
Available to: All Breeds
EVA Status: Negative
Standing at: Touchstone Acres
Contact: Kathleen Donnelly
Telephone: N/A
Email: info@touchstoneacres.com
Website: Touchstoneacres.com

Maestoso Takoma is by imported Lipizzan 261 Maestoso Samira XXI (his only son) out of Takoma (Pluto II Balmora IV x Triesta.) Touchstone Acres retained breeding rights when he was sold. He exhibits pure gaits and natural collection ability. His work ethic is impeccable, always desiring to please his rider. At his first show/first time off farm, he placed 4th.

His sire was approved in Slovenia and was best foal & best young stallion in Slovenia. His dam was approved for breeding by Dr. Oulehla, former director of Austrian Lipizzaner stud farm for the SRS. His sire’s top bloodlines include a 1984 Olympics stallion; champion mare in Slovenian Breeders Association; and Elite stallions at Stud Lipica. Bottom bloodlines include noted riding stallion Pluto Bona; movie star Pluto Calcedona; well-known Piber/SRS bloodlines. He is GG for the gray factor.

Contact Touchstone Acres for discounts and specials available.
Maestoso Troja

Height: 15.2 hh  Date of Birth: 4/27/2008
Maestoso Contessa-58 x Troja-78

Stud Fee: $1,250
Booking Fee: N/A
Shipped - Cooled: No
Shipped - Frozen: Yes
Live Cover: No
Available to: Purebreds
EVA Status: Negative
Standing at: St. Cloud Ranch Lipizzans
Contact: Lisa Simmons
Telephone: N/A
Email: Lisa.Simmons.PE@gmail.com
Website: N/A

Maestoso Troja represents classic SRS/Piber bloodlines through their modern breeding program. During the 2014 USLF breed evaluations Dr. Yvonne Peeters gave him an overall score of 80% and a high mark of 9.5 for Breed Type.

Defining features include a kind and willing nature, a beautiful eye, strength and substance (20 cm cannon bones). These compliment his natural balance and athleticism. Maestoso Troja has a well-balanced canter and a trot with lots of suspension.

Due to a limited supply of frozen semen, mares must be a well-suited match and owners will be required to work with an equine reproductive professional with demonstrated proficiency of working with frozen semen.
Maestoso XLIV-17

Height: 16 hh  Date of Birth: 3/6/1997
Maestoso XLIV x 20 Conversano XXV-25

Stud Fee: Private Treaty
Booking Fee: N/A
Shipped - Cooled: No
Shipped - Frozen: Yes
Live Cover: No
Available to: Select Mares
EVA Status: Negative
Standing at: Across The Diagonal Farm
Contact: Jennifer Roth
Telephone: 831-601-8191
Email: jrdressage@gmail.com
Website: jrdressage.com

Maestoso XLIV
1988 - Simbata de Jos

Maestoso XXXVII
1967 - Simbata de Jos

20 Conversano XXV
1985 - Dalnic

Conversano XXV
2/10/1975 - Simbata de Jos

276 Maestoso XXVII-64
1965 - Simbata de Jos

208 Pluto V-9
1981 - Simbata de Jos

Conversano XXII
1996 - Simbata de Jos

369 Siglavy Capriola VI-126
10/27/1971 - Simbata de Jos

Conversano XXIII
1986 - Simbata de Jos

300 Pluto VII-52
1988 - Simbata de Jos

Maestoso XXVI (1951)
1951 - Topolcianky

15 Favory XXII-6
1950 - Simbata de Jos

Born in 1997 at Dalnic Stud in Transylvania, Romania. Maestoso XLIV-17 boasts an LIF approved pedigree. His sire, Maestoso XLIV was the main stud at Dalnix and was pictured in the most famous German book on Lipizzans, "Auf Den Spuren Der Lipizzaners," by Heinz Nurnberg. According to Atjan Hop, the General Secretary of the LIF and foremost pedigree expert, "He is descended from - in my opinion - the best Masestoso branch there is at this moment. His sire, M. XLIV, delivers only good progeny; producing bone and breathtaking movement in the offspring. The branch leads back to the Slovakian stud Topolcianky, which is one of the heirs of the Imperial breed of the former court stud Lipizza." Maestoso XLVI-17's maternal family goes back to 49 Hidas. 49 Hidas was an original Lipizzan mare born in 1909 at the Stud of Count Andrassy in Hungary. Dr. Laszlo Kadar, veterinarian and breed at Dalnic Stud Farm reported that Stoso's Dam, 20 Conversano XXV-25 was the most successful broodmare in the country.

Accomplishments: USDF Vintage cup Prix St. George Champion. Top placings against USET/FEI horses and riders. “Stoso” had a majestic presence, outstanding movement and perfect self carriage. For more information go to jrdressage.com/breeding
"Import from Topol'cianky. Excellent temperament. Still being ridden in clinics regularly by amateurs. I have two fillies by "Winston" and both will be over 15 hh and have great legs and super dispositions.

Breeding: Available to non-purebreds for a discounted rate. Alliance stud will collect with immediate AI to mare on site."
Neapolitano Altamira is by Polly Du Pont’s Neapolitano Amiata, imported from Manuel De Ossa, Archidosso (GR) Italy. His Dam is by 416 Maestoso II Sabrina “Smokey” ridden by Jennifer Roth to Intermediaire freestyle HOY awards.

“Nakai” has an exceptionally friendly character, big personality, and great brain, rendering him very trainable and rideable.“Nakai” exhibits much collection ability and suspension. He showed some schooling TL and 1st with scores in the high sixties. He is GG for gray.

Contact Touchstone Acres for discounts and specials available.
Neapolitano Samira VI was imported in utero from Slovenia by Touchstone Acres. He carries some of the best bloodlines of Lipica and Slovenia. His sire is the Elite stallion at Stud Lipica, 857 Neapolitano Wera XI. His dam, 302 Samira VI, is out of Elite mare 056 Samira XXI, and by Elite stallion 54 Siglavy Gaeta II. "Shaman" has a big step, powerful movement, nice suspended trot and very good work ethic. He always looks to his rider for the next cue. In his first show at Evergreen Farm he scored 73.44%, 1st place and High Point of the day. He is GG for gray. Shaman's first offspring was foaled in 2012 in British Colombia.

Contact Touchstone Acres for discounts and specials available.
Neapolitano Fantasia x Wandosa

Stud Fee: $1500
Booking Fee: N/A
Shipped - Cooled: Yes
Shipped - Frozen: No
Live Cover: No
Available to: All Breeds
EVA Status: Unknown
Standing at: Mississippi View Farm
Contact: Kate Phillips
Telephone: 320-980-5564
Email: Kate@missivewfarm.com
Website: missviewfarm.com

"Neo" is a classic stallion, embodying the noble type and uphill build for which the Lipizzan breed is known. He is 15 hands with a long shoulder and a more refined profile, an asset in the US breeding market. His gaits are clear and correct with a particularly balanced canter. He is a brave stallion with a lot of presence in the show ring. He has scores up to 74% in the show ring and has has competed in multiple Regional Championships. He was Region 4 Reserve Champion and competed at the US Dressage Finals in 2018.

Neo’s greatest asset is his temperament - he is confident, brave and very personable. His six foal crops show his temperament to be a characteristic of his babies. MVF recommends this stallion as a good cross for mares who lack refinement and scope in their gaits, need improvement in their neck and shoulder position, or tend toward a shy or sensitive personality. Available via fresh cooled semen. Semen has been evaluated as very high quality with high motility.
At Mississippi View Farm, we are dedicated to finding the right horse for every rider. We pride ourselves on producing correctly started young horses and settling them up for lifelong success both in and out of the show ring.
Neapolitano XXIX-18 was a 15.3h black stallion foaled at the National Stud Sambata de Jos, Romania. He stood at Thafalonie Stables in The Netherlands and his DNA is on file with the USLF, so his foals can be registered in the USA. He competed to Grand Prix with his owner Thamar Gothjalpsen, starred in the movie Penny’s Shadow, and toured with Apassionata. “Napje” is known for his excellent temperament.

He has sired 4 foals in the USA from frozen semen, 2 fillies and 2 colts.

Price is for purebred-Lipizzan Limited LFG, but contact agent Touchstone Acres for part-bred and per-dose straw prices.
In 1999 Pluto Gisella scored an impressive 87.5% - the highest score of that year's evaluation. When Dr. Oulehla returned in 2001 the then 2-year-old Pluto Gisella bettered his previous effort with a score of 90% - the highest ever given to a North American Lipizzan at that time. Since it is quite rare for a more mature horse to receive a score higher than its foal score, we were elated. But the pressure was on when Dr. Oulehla returned for the 2003 evaluations. Could the 4 year old Pluto Gisella hang on to such a high score? Hang on he did and bettered it yet again - achieving the incredible score of 93.5%! Dr. Oulehla officially penned on his score sheet, "Best stallion in N. America."

You may board your mare here and I will do all the work. $20/ day, $600/month, plus vet and blacksmith. Will also do fresh cooled on site.
Pluto Matina ("Frodo") is a lovely 17-year-old gray Lipizzan Stallion, currently schooling fourth level dressage. Frodo stands 15.2 hands at the withers, with a very nice neck and shoulder slope and overall excellent conformation. He has a great brain and personality with a beautiful face and expressive eyes. Frodo has a very classic Lipizzan presence with big, comfortable movements. He received an 81% in his evaluation by Dr. Oulehla in Kernersville, WV, which consisted of several 8's and 9's. Frodo has a great work ethic and is a gentleman on the ground, under saddle, as well as in the breeding shed. Frodo's first foal, Devona, a lovely 2007 Lipizzan filly, received a 72% in the Dressage at Devon Lipizzan Class from Judge Hilda Gurney. Devona, too, received all 8's and 9's when evaluated by Dr. Oulehla. Similarly, Frodo's 2017 filly, Charlotka, and his 2018 colt, Pluto Anatinza, also scored remarkably well in the Dressage at Devon Lipizzan Class, earning 74.85% under Judge Anne Gribbons and 71.6% under Janet Foy, respectively.

BREEDING:
Pluto Matina's bloodlines include the legendary Pluto Calcedona, owned and bred by Raflyn Farms, which was also a significant importer of Lipizzans in the 1950s. In 1976, at the age of 15, Pluto Calcedona made his silver screen debut in the Paul Neuman film, Buffalo Bill and the Indians, as Buffalo Bill's horse. Many of the foals from this bloodline have competed at the Grand Prix level and/or have performed in various Lipizzan exhibitions, including the “Airs Above the Ground”. Pluto Matina's bloodlines would complement the bloodlines of horses bred by Tempel Farms.
Pluto Sonora II

Height: 15 hh  Date of Birth: 6/28/1998
404 Pluto III Bonita III x 661 Sonora

Stud Fee: $1,000
Booking Fee: N/A
Shipped - Cooled No
Shipped - Frozen No
Live Cover: Yes
Available to: All Breeds
EVA Status: Unknown
Standing at: Royal View Farm
Contact: Lyn Schaeffer
Telephone: 606-871-9122
Email: farview@together.net
Website: N/A

Personality, personality, personality! Pluto Sonora II fondly known as “Snoopy” passes his wonderful, kind temperament on to all his foals. Snoopy has an exceptional canter in addition to the well known trot of the Lipizzan. His foals are competing in various competition venues and winning!
About: Pluto Virtuosa-47, affectionately known as "V" is a barn favorite with excellent ground manners and an easy, uncomplicated way of going under saddle. Shown through 4th level in venues as large as Global Dressage Festival in Wellington, FL, V is now school Prix St George with his adult amateur rider.

Breeding: Imported from Piber Stud in Austria, his Spanish Riding School bloodlines and correct conformation earned him a score of a perfect 10 on all three gaits. With an outstanding total score of 95% in the stallion evaluation from Dr. Jaromir Oulehla, former director of the SRS breeding program. "V" has three correct gaits and a very trainable personality which he passes on to his offspring. Available at stud via fresh cooled semen and frozen semen.
Quick Reference Guide

Fresh Shipped

Conversano Ivey
226 Favory Naussica
Favory Allura
Favory Canada
Favory Millagra
Maestoso Batrina
Neapolitano Wandosa II
Pluto Gisella
Pluto Matina
Pluto Virtuosa-47

Frozen

Conversano Antiqua
Conversano Ivey
226 Favory Naussica
535 Favory II Bonasera III
Favory II Candita
5599 Maestoso Mefiszto
Maestoso Takoma
Maestoso Troja
Maestoso XLIV-17
Neapolitano Altamira
Neapolitano Samira VI
Neapolitano XXIX-18
Pluto Matina
Pluto Virtuosa-47

Live Cover

226 Favory Naussica
Favory Serena-19
7019 Neapolitano XII-11
Pluto Matina
Pluto Sonora II
USLF Stud Book:
The USLF Stud Book is a reference publication available through the USLF website that presents information on all North American Purebred Lipizzans (stallions and mares) who have at least one USLF-registered foal born after 1994. For each horse listed a complete five-generation pedigree and known offspring list is provided.

USLF Breeders' Directory:
The USLF Breeders Directory is an online resource list of individuals and farms and their contact information. If you are thinking about purchasing a Lipizzan contacting these breeders is a great place to start as many are offering young stock and/or started horses for sale. These breeders have corresponding annual advertising packages in our USLF News.

USLF Lipizzan News:
A USLF quarterly magazine dedicated to the Lipizzan breed and to Lipizzan enthusiasts. Each issue features a variety of informative articles on Lipizzans, including historical events, training, health, reports on training clinics, and other submissions from our members. You will also find organizational news as well as information on upcoming events. If you are interested in stallion services or purchasing a Lipizzan, you may find that special horse from our advertisers.

United States Lipizzan Federation Facebook Page:
Dedicated to outreach, this page highlights key news, events, and happenings within the USLF. Advertising is limited to USLF promotional activities, but individuals are often featured in recognition pieces related to our USLF programs such as Laurels and Awards.
Disclaimer: All information in the United States Lipizzan Federation (USLF) Lipizzan Stallion Guide is provided as a courtesy. All stallion-specific information has been submitted by the stallion owner or agent and may be subject to change. This guide does not represent all viable Lipizzan stallions. Any breeding contracts are strictly between interested parties. Equine viral arteritis (EVA) status is not verified by the USLF and should not be construed as final proof of status. The USLF does not endorse any specific stallion and is not responsible for the content of any advertisements in this publication.